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We would like to thank Professor Ping Lou for his interest and four comments on our paper entitled
‘‘Vibration Suppression for High Speed Railway Bridges Using Tuned Mass Dampers’’ (Wang et al.,
2003). Our replies are in the following:
1. This comment is right. An obvious typing error appears in the expression of H(t, tk) at the third line of
p. 470. A subscript ‘‘k’’ was lost. It should read as0020-7
doi:10Hðt; tkÞ ¼ Uðt  tkÞ  U ½t  ðtk þ v=LÞ
2. We assume that the three train models have same total train mass mv which includes the wheel mass mw
in the moving suspension mass model. Therefore, the wheel mass mw was neglected in Eq. (5c) and the
comparison of model accuracy is then meaningful.
3. This comment is correct. The discusser illustrated a more sophisticated equation of motion considering
the eﬀect of train speed on the time-variation of system parameters and dynamic characteristics of the
train-bridge combined system, as given by Fry´ba (1996). Since our paper mainly deals with the control
eﬀectiveness of tuned mass damper in suppressing the train-induced vibrations, without loss of accuracy,
a simple model (Akin and Moﬁd, 1989; Green and Cebon, 1997) was employed to illustrate the detuning
eﬀect (in Section 5.2) due to the variation of system dynamic characteristics. For the calculation of train
and bridge responses (in Section 5), a half-train model (Fig. 10) rather than the moving mass model was
employed. We used ﬁnite element method and iterative procedure which were well known approaches to
calculate the dynamic responses of bridge and train. The train speed eﬀect has been considered implicitly.
Even though the wheels are moving masses, the train-speed eﬀect can also be neglected because the wheel
masses are relatively small compared with the total mass of the train-bridge combined system.
4. The discusser shows the derivations and expressions of the interaction force, which has been taken into
account in the half-train model, between wheel set and bridge. To consider the size and main subject of
the paper, we did not illustrate its detailed formulation. However, we agree that with this formulation,
the paper will become more readable.683/$ - see front matter  2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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